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Tools from Wood Workers Workshop

FASTCAP 
FASTBREAK 
SANDER XL

FASTCAP  
11TH FINGER 
PUSH STICK

AUK TOOLS 
WHEEL 
MARKING 
GAUGE

Phil Davy looks at three  
handy tools, available from  
Wood Workers Workshop

At 150mm in length, the FastBreak’s ridged  
cylinder gives a decent grip and fits the hand nicely

The gauge is recessed to enable the fine, circular  
cutter at the end of the stem to be stored inside

Knurled thumbscrews at each end  
secure plastic caps over the cylinder...

Etched with both metric and imperial graduations, 
these aren’t the easiest to read

Marking across the grain is particularly effective  
with such a fine blade as it doesn’t tear the fibres

One end is stepped to hook over the end of a board  
or workpiece when moving it through the blade

... enabling the paper to be slid out when removed

For fine adjustment you can lock both  
the end and second screw, which can  
then be locked off at your chosen setting

Two powerful neodymium magnets allow  
the push stick to be stored on the steel  
casing or cast-iron table of a machine

I found it slightly too high to use  
comfortably with my bandsaw

If you often work with sheet materials,  
such as veneered MDF, you’ll know that 
cleaning up edges can be tedious. Even more 
so when working with melamine-faced 

chipboard (MFC), the edges of which  
can be pretty sharp when newly cut.

Where you need to add decorative lipping  
it’s important to have a clean, square edge  
before applying it properly. This may be iron-on 
lipping, glued with contact adhesive or fitted 
via an edgebanding machine in a professional 
set-up. Once glued, tidying up the surplus is  
not always straightforward. Getting a neat, 
consistent arris along each edge can take a while, 
especially if all edges of a panel have been lipped. 
Depending on the material, you may need to use  
a file or finely-set block plane if it’s real veneer. 
File or sand too vigorously and you risk exposing 
the glue line or core material underneath.

Hopefully we’re all in the habit of  
using a push stick with our table  
or bandsaw. It’s just not worth  
the risk of getting our fingers  

close to a moving blade, but the problem with 
homemade versions is that they can easily  
get mislaid in the general workshop clutter.  
This version from FastCap is bright orange,  
so should be easy to spot. Its curved shape  
makes it easy to grab, but perhaps the neatest 
feature is that one end contains two powerful 
neodymium magnets. This means you can store 
it on the steel casing or cast-iron table of a 
machine, so there’s no excuse for it going astray. 

Approximately 300mm long, it’s made from 
high impact nylamax plastic and is certainly 
sturdy. One end is stepped to hook over the end  
of a board or workpiece when moving it through 
the blade. Your hand is raised about 170mm A marking gauge is often a fairly basic 

tool: consisting of two pieces of beech 
or similar, a steel pin through the stem 
and a screw of some sort to tighten  

the stock – that’s it. On the other hand, it may be 
a thing of beauty, made from an exotic hardwood 
with decorative brass inlays. Alternatively, it may 
contain no timber at all, such as this gauge from 
AUK Tools. Whatever material it’s made from, 
however, a marking gauge only has to perform 
one function: produce a scribed line parallel  
to the edge of a straight board. Usually a line  
to saw or plane to, this needs to be easy to  
detect while still being as fine as possible.

Unlike some of the more expensive North 
American brass gauges, this one is made in 
Taiwan. It’s a good weight without being too 
heavy. The cylindrical stock is machined from  
solid brass, with a nicely knurled finger grip.  
It’s recessed to enable the fine, circular cutter  
at the end of the stem to be stored inside,  
which protects its sharp edge. Etched with  
both metric and imperial graduations, these  
aren’t the easiest to read. Maximum travel is 
119mm, which is similar to that of a traditional 
hardwood gauge.

A groove along the stainless steel stem 
accommodates the dual adjuster screws, so 
there’s absolutely no play in the gauge when 
tightened. For fine adjustment you can lock the 
end screw, then rotate the finger grip followed by 
the second screw. Both screws are then locked off 
at your chosen setting. The hardened steel cutter 

Abrasive strips
This simple gadget from FastCap enables  
you to sand both arrises in one or two passes, 
removing an equal amount of material from  
each side. It consists of a shaped, rigid plastic 
cylinder, a segment of which has been cut  
away to create two flat surfaces at 90°to  
each other. These act as a backing for a strip  
of heavy abrasive paper. Pushing the FastBreak 
along the edge of a board automatically captures 
both arrises against the abrasive. At 150mm  
in length, the ridged cylinder gives a decent  
grip and fits the hand nicely. 

Knurled thumbscrews at each end secure 
plastic caps over the cylinder, enabling the  
paper to be slid out when removed. There’s 
storage inside the cylinder for spare strips,  
too. The FastBreak is supplied with four strips  
of 80 grit and two pieces of 180 grit abrasive.  
You can cut your own, but these must be exact, 
and it must be heavyweight paper to prevent 
buckling and tearing as you sand.

Thicknesses from 19mm to about 60mm  
can be accommodated, which makes the 
FastBreak ideal for tidying up sawn door  
edges, too. A smaller FastBreak version is 
available for around £9, which uses one strip  
of folded abrasive, and enables you to sand 
boards between 6mm and 19mm thick.

Conclusion
This is a sturdy, professional tool that’s dead  
easy to use. It’s fast, gives consistent results,  
can also be used on convex edges, and these  
don’t necessarily need to be lipped, either. It’s  
also ideal for softening edges of ply and OSB 
sheets, which can be sharp when hauling full 
boards into place.

above the machine table when gripping the  
tool correctly, so well away from danger. That’s  
no excuse for removing guards, though! I found  
it slightly too high to use comfortably with my 
bandsaw, though this obviously depends on  
a machine’s height. Table saw beds are lower  
and more suited to the 11th Finger.

Conclusion
It may be the most basic of tools, but if it leads  
to greater safety in the workshop, the 11th Finger 
is well worth considering. It worked reasonably 
well on both narrow and wider stock. 

is attached with a cross head screw, which  
can be rotated should the edge begin to dull. 
Replacement cutters are available if required. 
Marking across the grain is particularly effective 
with such a fine blade as it doesn’t tear the fibres, 
which can occur with a traditional pin gauge.

SPECIFICATION
• Break both edges in one pass
• Comes with 4 × 80 grit and 2 × 180 grit sheets
• Abrasive storage
• For material from 19mm up to 60mm thick
Typical price: £16.50

SPECIFICATION
• 175mm long shaft gives up to 119mm  

depth adjustment 
• Solid brass body & hardened steel wheel cutter
• Cuts, rather than tears, wood fibres
• Marks cleanly, even on cross-grain
• Wheel retracts into the face of the gauge  

for storage and protection
Typical price: £29.95

SPECIFICATION
• Two high-performance neodymium magnets 
• Ergonomic handle & high visibility colour
Typical price: £13.96

Please note 
that all tools 

featured here can 
be purchased from  
www.woodworkers

workshop.co.uk

 
THE VERDICT

PROS
 A fast solution for easing arrises

CONS
 Sourcing suitable abrasive may be tricky

RATING: 4 out of 5

 
THE VERDICT

PROS
 Precision-made tool

CONS
 Line may be too fine for some work

RATING: 4.5 out of 5

 
THE VERDICT

PROS
 Push stick can be stored on machine table

CONS
 May not suit higher machine tables

RATING: 3.5 out of 5

Conclusion
Accuracy and ease of use are vital in most  
marking tools. If you’re used to a traditional 
gauge, the AUK’s quality may seem closer to 
engineering standards. While a precision item,  
it’s easy enough to achieve consistent results. 


